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The Object

Players answer parliamentary questions to earn points for 
their team. 

The team with the most points at the end of  the game 
wins.



The Rules

Players from each team alternate in play. 

Each player, in turn, is given a question with an 
assigned point value. After reading the question, 
the player must choose to Stop, Go, or Yield.



The Rules

Go: If  the player chooses to Go, the player must 
answer the question. 

Stop: If  the player chooses to Stop, the player does 
not officially answer the question, but may answer 
for fun. 

Yield: If  the player chooses to Yield, the opponent 
must answer the question: the opponent does not 
have the option to Stop, Go, or Yield.



Scoring
Each question has a point value, which corresponds 
to its difficulty. Questions are randomly arranged, 
so that players will not know the value of  the next 
question.  

Go: If  the player chooses to Go and provides the 
correct answer, the question’s point value is added 
to the team’s total. If  the player does not provide 
the right answer, the question’s point value is 
deducted from the team’s total. 



Scoring
Stop: If  the player chooses to Stop, no points are 
earned or lost by either team.  

Yield: If  the player chooses to Yield, the opposing 
team becomes the receiving team and MUST 
answer the question. If  the receiving team provides 
the correct answer, the question’s point value is 
added to the receiving team’s total and also 
deducted from the yielding team’s total. If  the 
receiving team does not answer correctly, the 
question’s point value is added to the yielding team 
and deducted from the receiving team.



Scoring

Scoring Floor: A deduction of  points will not take a 
team’s score below zero. 



Preparation

Appoint Teams: Team Members Take Turns 
Representing Their Team 

Appoint Judge: The Judge Makes The Final 
Decision On Any Game Disputes 

Appoint Scorekeeper: The Scorekeeper Keeps A 
Running Tally Of  The Score For Each Team



Begin

Good Luck
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c. Adjourn
d. Point of  Order
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main motions. If feasible, any desired motion to fix the time 
to which to adjourn should be made while no other question 
is pending. But situations may arise in which immediate estab-
lishment of the time for an adjourned meeting is important, 
yet there is no opportunity to make a main motion. The priv-
ileged motion to Fix the Time to Which to Adjourn can then  
be used. 

 22:5  The following eight characteristics apply only to the privi-
leged motion to Fix the Time to Which to Adjourn. 

Standard Descriptive Characteristics 
 22:6  The privileged motion to Fix the Time to Which to Adjourn: 

1. Takes precedence over all other motions. It yields to mo-
tions to Amend or for the Previous Question that are applied 
to it and yields to any applicable incidental motions that 
may arise and that must be disposed of before the motion to 
Fix the Time to Which to Adjourn is voted on. The privileged 
motion to Fix the Time to Which to Adjourn can be moved 
even after the assembly has voted to adjourn, provided that 
the chair has not yet declared the assembly adjourned. 

2. Is not applied to any motion. Motions to Amend can be ap-
plied to it. The Previous Question can also be moved on it to 
prevent amendments, although this seldom serves a useful 
purpose. 

3. Is out of order when another has the floor. 
4. Must be seconded. 
5. Is not debatable. (But see 43:31–32 regarding allowable 

explanation of an undebatable motion, as in the example 
beginning 22:14.) 

6. Is amendable as to the date, hour, or place; such amend-
ments are undebatable. 

7. Requires a majority vote. 
8. Can be reconsidered. 
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member is seeking the floor, as described in 21:12). If the mo-
tion is lost, the chair, after announcing the result, immediately 
restates the resolution that was pending when the motion to 
Adjourn was made. 

 21:19  After the pending resolution has been disposed of, or if 
there has been sufficient debate to show that the assembly now 
wishes to adjourn, a new motion to adjourn is in order. If such 
a motion is made and seconded and there is no other business, 
the chair, if he senses a general desire to adjourn, can suggest 
unanimous consent (4:58–63), as follows: 

CHAIR: If there is no objection, the meeting will now adjourn. 
[Pause.] Since there is no objection, the meeting is adjourned. 

 21:20  The adjournment may be signaled by a single rap of the 
gavel, if desired. 

§22. FIX THE TIME TO WHICH TO ADJOURN 
 22:1  The object of the motion to Fix the Time to Which to  

Adjourn (also referred to as the motion to “fix the time for 
an adjourned meeting”) is to set the time, and sometimes the 
place, for another meeting to continue business of the session, 
with no effect on when the present meeting will adjourn. 

 22:2  A motion to Fix the Time to Which to Adjourn is in order 
only if at the time it is offered there is no meeting scheduled 
for later within the same session. If there is such a meeting, 
additional meetings within the same session may be set by a 
motion either to Suspend the Rules (25) or to Amend Some-
thing Previously Adopted (35), namely, the previously adopted 
agenda or program for the session. 

 22:3  A motion to fix the time to which to adjourn is privileged 
only when it is made while a question is pending. 

 22:4  If a motion to fix the time to which to adjourn is made in 
any assembly when no question is pending, it is in order and 
is debatable and subject to all of the other rules applicable to 
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to it and yields to any applicable incidental motions that 
may arise and that must be disposed of before the motion to 
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motion to Fix the Time to Which to Adjourn can be moved 
even after the assembly has voted to adjourn, provided that 
the chair has not yet declared the assembly adjourned. 

2. Is not applied to any motion. Motions to Amend can be ap-
plied to it. The Previous Question can also be moved on it to 
prevent amendments, although this seldom serves a useful 
purpose. 

3. Is out of order when another has the floor. 
4. Must be seconded. 
5. Is not debatable. (But see 43:31–32 regarding allowable 

explanation of an undebatable motion, as in the example 
beginning 22:14.) 

6. Is amendable as to the date, hour, or place; such amend-
ments are undebatable. 

7. Requires a majority vote. 
8. Can be reconsidered. 
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II. TABLE OF RULES RELATING TO MOTIONS 
  (For forms used in making motions, see Table III.)

MOTION CLASS1

IN ORDER  
WHEN ANOTHER  
HAS THE FLOOR

MUST BE  
SECONDED2 DEBATABLE AMENDABLE

VOTE REQUIRED  
FOR ADOPTION

CAN BE 
RECONSIDERED

 1. Main motion or question 
(10) M No Yes Yes Yes Majority, except as 

explained in 10:8(7) Yes 

 2. Adjourn, ordinary case in 
societies (21) P No Yes No No Majority No 

 3. Adjourn at or to a future 
time, or in advance of a 
time already set, or when 
the assembly will thereby 
be dissolved (8, 10, 21) 

M No Yes Yes Yes Majority No 

 4. Adopt, accept, or agree 
to a report (10, 51) M No Yes Yes Yes Majority Yes 

 5. Adopt bylaws or constitu-
tion, initially in forming a 
society (10, 54, 56) 

M No Yes3 Yes Yes Majority Negative vote  
only 

 6. Adopt revised bylaws or 
constitution (35, 56, 57) M/B No Yes3 Yes Yes 

As provided in 
existing bylaws.  
(In absence of such 
provision, same as in 
next line) 

Negative vote  
only 

 7. Adopt special rules of 
order (2:14ff.; 10) M No Yes Yes Yes 

(a) Previous notice 
and two-thirds; or 
(b) majority of entire 
membership 

Negative vote  
only 

 8. Adopt ordinary standing 
rules (2:23; 10) M No Yes Yes Yes Majority Yes 

 9. Adopt parliamentary 
standing rules in a con-
vention (10; 59:27ff.) 

M No Yes3 Yes Yes Two-thirds Negative vote  
only 

 1. Key to classification symbols: M—main motions; S—subsidiary motions; P—privileged 
motions; I—incidental motions; B—motions that bring a question again before the 
assembly; M/B—incidental main motions classed with motions that bring a question 
again before the assembly (see 6:25ff.).

 2. Motions listed as requiring a second do not need to be seconded when made by direc-
tion of a board or committee.

 3. In practice, motion is usually made by the reporting member of a committee, in which 
case it does not require a second.
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ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER
“The motion to Reconsider may be called up at 

any meeting of the same session in which it 
was made. If the next regular business session 
will be held within a quarterly time interval, it 
may also be called up at any meeting of that 
next session, or at any intervening special 

meeting called for that purpose.”  
”RONR (12th ed.) 37:15



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“To call it up, a member obtains the floor 
and says, ‘Mr. President, I call up the 
motion to reconsider the vote on the 

motion ... [identifying it].’”

RONR (12th ed.) 37:15



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“No second is necessary, since the 
motion to Reconsider was seconded at 
the time it was made. When this motion 

is called up, the chair immediately states 
the question on it as pending.”

RONR (12th ed.) 37:15
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ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER
“A plurality vote is the largest number of 

votes to be given any candidate or 
proposition when three or more choices are 

possible; the candidate or proposition 
receiving the largest number of votes has a 

plurality.”
RONR (12th ed.) 44:11



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“A plurality that is not a majority 
never chooses a proposition or elects 
anyone to office except by virtue of a 

special rule previously adopted.”

RONR (12th ed.) 44:11



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“If such a rule is to apply to 
the election of officers, it 
must be prescribed in the 

bylaws.”
RONR (12th ed.) 44:11



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER
“In recording the votes cast, the principle 
followed is that a choice has no mandate 
from the voting body unless approval is 
expressed by more than half of those 
entitled to vote and registering any 

evidence of having some preference.”
RONR (12th ed.) 45:31
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ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“. . . if any office remains unfilled after 
the first ballot, the balloting is 

repeated for that office as many times 
as necessary to obtain a majority vote 

for a single candidate.”
RONR (12th ed.) 46:32



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“When repeated balloting for an office 
is necessary, individuals are never 

removed from candidacy on the next 
ballot unless they voluntarily withdraw
—which they are not obligated to do.”

RONR (12th ed.) 46:32
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a. Nominating Committee 
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YIELD

GOSTOP
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Which of  the following is  

NOT a committee?

a. Nominating Committee 
b. Ad Hoc Committee
c. Executive Committee
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100 Points
Which of  the following is  

NOT a committee?

a. Nominating Committee 
b. Ad Hoc Committee
c. Executive Committee
d. Committee of  the Whole



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER
“In a society where the board is large or its 

members must travel from a distance to 
meet, it is usual for the bylaws to establish an 

executive committee composed of a 
specified number of board members, which 
shall have all or much of the power of the 

board between meetings . . .”
RONR (12th ed.) 49:13



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“The executive committee is thus in reality a 
‘board within a board’ and operates under the 
rules in this book applicable to boards rather 

than those applicable to committees.”

RONR (12th ed.) 50:3



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“Unlike the processes of quasi 
committee of the whole and informal 

consideration, a committee of the 
whole is a real committee in the 

parliamentary sense.”
RONR (12th ed.) 52:4



100 Points
What’s Another Name For A 

Special Meeting?

a. Emergency Meeting
b. Executive Meeting
c. Adjourned Meeting
d. Called Meeting
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100 Points
What’s Another Name For A 

Special Meeting?

a. Emergency Meeting
b. Executive Meeting
c. Adjourned Meeting
d. Called Meeting



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER
“A special meeting (or called meeting) is a 

separate session of a society held at a time 
different from that of any regular meeting, 

and convened only to consider one or more 
items of business specified in the call of the 

meeting.”

RONR (12th ed.) 9:13



100 Points
What Vote Is Required  

To Approve The Minutes?

a. Majority Vote
b. Two-Thirds Vote
c. A Vote Of  A Majority Of  The Entire Membership
d. None Of  The Above
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YIELD

GOSTOP
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100 Points
What Vote Is Required  

To Approve The Minutes?

a. Majority Vote
b. Two-Thirds Vote
c. A Vote Of  A Majority Of  The Entire Membership
d. None Of  The Above



How Are Minutes  
Approved?



Approving Minutes



Approving Minutes

The first item of business  
is the reading and approval of the 

minutes.



Approving Minutes

The secretary will  
read the minutes.



Approving Minutes
. . . . . .

The secretary will  
read the minutes.



Approving Minutes

Thank you. Are there any  
corrections to the minutes?



Approving Minutes

“Oslo County” is incorrect. It should 
be should be  

“Osceola County”.



Approving Minutes

If there is no objection,  
the correction will be made.  

Is there any objection?



Approving Minutes

Since there is no objection,  
the correction is made. Are there  

any further corrections?



Approving Minutes

The minutes are approved.



Approving Minutes
When minutes have been provided to members in advance, 


the reading of the minutes can be omitted.



The first item of business  
is the approval of the minutes.

Approving Minutes
When minutes have been provided to members in advance, 


the reading of the minutes can be omitted.



Approving Minutes

The minutes have been distributed. 
Are there any corrections to the 

minutes?

When minutes have been provided to members in advance, 

the reading of the minutes can be omitted.



Approving Minutes

The minutes are approved.

When minutes have been provided to members in advance, 

the reading of the minutes can be omitted.



Approving Minutes
When minutes have been provided to members in advance, 


the reading of the minutes can be omitted.

The minutes must be read 

upon the demand of a single member.



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER
“The minutes are thus approved without any 

formal vote, even if a motion for their 
approval has been made. The only proper 

way to object to the approval of the 
secretary’s draft of the minutes is to offer a 

correction to it.”
RONR (12th ed.) 41:11



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER
“However, a member who believes that 

further investigation or redrafting is 
necessary in order to produce a correct 

version of the minutes may offer a motion to 
refer the minutes to a committee or to 

postpone their approval to a certain time.”
RONR (12th ed.) 41:11n3



50 Points

2. The Local Assembly Of  An Organized Society 
3. The Convention
4. The Legislative Body
5. The ______

What’s Missing:  
Types Of  Deliberative Assembly

1. The Mass Meeting 
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2. The Local Assembly Of  An Organized Society 
3. The Convention
4. The Legislative Body
5. The ______

What’s Missing:  
Types Of  Deliberative Assembly

1. The Mass Meeting 
YIELD

GOSTOP
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3. The Convention
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50 Points

2. The Local Assembly Of  An Organized Society 
3. The Convention
4. The Legislative Body
5. The Board

What’s Missing:  
Types Of  Deliberative Assembly

1. The Mass Meeting 



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“The deliberative assembly may exist in 
many forms. Among the principal types 

that it is convenient to distinguish for the 
purposes of parliamentary law are: . . .”

RONR (12th ed.) 1:9



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“(1) the mass meeting; (2) the assembly of 
an organized society, particularly when 

meeting at the local or lowest 
subdivisional level; (3) the convention; (4) 
the legislative body; and (5) the board.”

RONR (12th ed.) 1:9



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“Unlike a board, a committee is 
not itself considered to be a form 

of assembly.”

RONR (12th ed.) 50:1



100 Points

What Vote Is Required To Adopt A Special 
Rule Of  Order, If  A Majority Of  The 

Entire Membership Is Not Present?

a. Notice And A Majority Vote
b. A Two-Thirds Vote
c. Notice And A Two-Thirds Vote
d. A Unanimous Vote
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100 Points

What Vote Is Required To Adopt A Special 
Rule Of  Order, If  A Majority Of  The 

Entire Membership Is Not Present?

a. Notice And A Majority Vote
b. A Two-Thirds Vote
c. Notice And A Two-Thirds Vote
d. A Unanimous Vote



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“Adoption or amendment of special rules 
of order that are separate from the 

bylaws requires either (a) previous notice 
and a two-thirds vote or (b) a vote of a 

majority of the entire membership.”

RONR (12th ed.) 2:22



150 Points

a. March 1
b. March 31
c. April 1
d. April 30

If  a session is held on January 1, what is the 
latest date that the next session can be held 

for no more than a quarterly time interval to 
have intervened between the sessions?
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b. March 31
c. April 1
d. April 30

If  a session is held on January 1, what is the 
latest date that the next session can be held 

for no more than a quarterly time interval to 
have intervened between the sessions?

YIELD

GOSTOP
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150 Points

a. March 1
b. March 31
c. April 1
d. April 30

If  a session is held on January 1, what is the 
latest date that the next session can be held 

for no more than a quarterly time interval to 
have intervened between the sessions?



Quarterly Time Interval
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Last 
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1. Forget The Day Of The Month
2. Don’t Count The Month The Previous Session Ended
3. Count To Three



Quarterly Time Interval
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Last 
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May
321

1. Forget The Day Of The Month
2. Don’t Count The Month The Previous Session Ended
3. Count To Three



Quarterly Time Interval

Next 
Session
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Last 
Session

May
321

1. Forget The Day Of The Month
2. Don’t Count The Month The Previous Session Ended
3. Count To Three



Quarterly Time Interval

Next 
Session

Jan Feb Mar Apr

Last 
Session

May
321

1. Forget The Day Of The Month
2. Don’t Count The Month The Previous Session Ended
3. Count To Three

0



Quarterly Time Interval
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Last 
Session

May
3210



Quarterly Time Interval

Jan Feb Mar Apr

Last 
Session

May
321

A Motion Cannot Be Postponed  
Beyond A Quarterly Time Interval

0
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Last 
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May
321

A Motion Cannot Be Postponed  
Beyond A Quarterly Time Interval

0



Quarterly Time Interval

Jan Feb Mar Apr

Last 
Session

May
321

A Motion Cannot Be Postponed  
Beyond A Quarterly Time Interval

0



Quarterly Time Interval

Jan Feb Mar Apr

Last 
Session

May
321

A Motion Cannot Be Postponed  
Beyond A Quarterly Time Interval

0



Quarterly Time Interval

Jan Feb Mar Apr

Last 
Session

May
321

A Question That Has Been Laid On The Table  
Dies If It Is Not Taken From The Table At A Session 

Within A Quarterly Time Interval

0



ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

“If two business sessions are separated by 
more than a quarterly time interval . . . then 

business can go over from the earlier 
session to the later one only by means of 

referral to a committee.”

RONR (12th ed.) 9:8



50 Points

2. Amend
3. Commit or Refer
4. _____________________
5. Limit or Extend Limits of  Debate

What’s Missing: Subsidiary Motions

1. Postpone Indefinitely 

6. Previous Question
7. Lay on the Table
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GOSTOP
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50 Points

2. Amend
3. Commit or Refer
4. Postpone To A Certain Time (Definitely)
5. Limit or Extend Limits of  Debate

What’s Missing: Subsidiary Motions

1. Postpone Indefinitely 

6. Previous Question
7. Lay on the Table



50 Points

2. Adjourn
3. Recess
4. ____________________________
5. Call For The Orders Of  The Day

What’s Missing: Privileged Motions

1. Fix The Time To Which To Adjourn



50 Points

2. Adjourn
3. Recess
4. ____________________________
5. Call For The Orders Of  The Day

What’s Missing: Privileged Motions

1. Fix The Time To Which To Adjourn
YIELD

GOSTOP



50 Points

2. Adjourn
3. Recess
4. ____________________________
5. Call For The Orders Of  The Day

What’s Missing: Privileged Motions

1. Fix The Time To Which To Adjourn



50 Points

2. Adjourn
3. Recess
4. Raise A Question Of  Privilege
5. Call For The Orders Of  The Day

What’s Missing: Privileged Motions

1. Fix The Time To Which To Adjourn



50 Points

2. Rescind/Amend Something Previously Adopted
3. ______________________
4. Reconsider

What’s Missing: Motions That Bring  
A Question Again Before The Assembly

1. Take From The Table



50 Points

2. Rescind/Amend Something Previously Adopted
3. ______________________
4. Reconsider

What’s Missing: Motions That Bring  
A Question Again Before The Assembly

1. Take From The Table
YIELD

GOSTOP



50 Points

2. Rescind/Amend Something Previously Adopted
3. ______________________
4. Reconsider

What’s Missing: Motions That Bring  
A Question Again Before The Assembly

1. Take From The Table



50 Points

2. Rescind/Amend Something Previously Adopted
3. Discharge A Committee
4. Reconsider

What’s Missing: Motions That Bring  
A Question Again Before The Assembly

1. Take From The Table



100 Points
What Is The Highest Ranking  
Debatable Subsidiary Motion?

_____________________________________
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What Is The Highest Ranking  
Debatable Subsidiary Motion?

_____________________________________



100 Points
What Is The Highest Ranking  
Debatable Subsidiary Motion?

_____________________________________YIELD

GOSTOP



100 Points
What Is The Highest Ranking  
Debatable Subsidiary Motion?

_____________________________________



100 Points
What Is The Highest Ranking  
Debatable Subsidiary Motion?

Postpone To A Certain Time (Definitely)



100 Points
What Is The Highest Ranking  

Non-Amendable Privileged Motion?

_____________________________________
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What Is The Highest Ranking  

Non-Amendable Privileged Motion?

_____________________________________YIELD

GOSTOP



100 Points
What Is The Highest Ranking  

Non-Amendable Privileged Motion?

_____________________________________



100 Points
What Is The Highest Ranking  

Non-Amendable Privileged Motion?

Adjourn



25 Points

Which Motion Am I? 
I am a subsidiary motion used to perfect the 

language of  another pending motion.

_______________________________________
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I am a subsidiary motion used to perfect the 

language of  another pending motion.

_______________________________________
YIELD

GOSTOP
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Which Motion Am I? 
I am a subsidiary motion used to perfect the 

language of  another pending motion.

_______________________________________



25 Points

Which Motion Am I? 
I am a subsidiary motion used to perfect the 

language of  another pending motion.

Amend



25 Points

Which Motion Am I? 
I am used to put an immediate end to debate 

and the making of  subsidiary motions 
(except the motion to Lay on the Table).

_____________________________________
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Which Motion Am I? 
I am used to put an immediate end to debate 

and the making of  subsidiary motions 
(except the motion to Lay on the Table).

_____________________________________

YIELD

GOSTOP



25 Points

Which Motion Am I? 
I am used to put an immediate end to debate 

and the making of  subsidiary motions 
(except the motion to Lay on the Table).

_____________________________________



25 Points

Which Motion Am I? 
I am used to put an immediate end to debate 

and the making of  subsidiary motions 
(except the motion to Lay on the Table).

Previous Question



50 Points

Which Motion Am I? 
I am used when the assembly wants to do 
something that it could not otherwise do 
without violating one or more of  its rules.

_____________________________________
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Which Motion Am I? 
I am used when the assembly wants to do 
something that it could not otherwise do 
without violating one or more of  its rules.

_____________________________________

YIELD

GOSTOP



50 Points

Which Motion Am I? 
I am used when the assembly wants to do 
something that it could not otherwise do 
without violating one or more of  its rules.

_____________________________________



50 Points

Which Motion Am I? 
I am used when the assembly wants to do 
something that it could not otherwise do 
without violating one or more of  its rules.

Suspend the Rules



50 Points
Which Motion Am I? 

I am used when the assembly wants to kill the 
pending main motion for the remainder of  

the session without taking a direct vote on it.

_____________________________________
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Which Motion Am I? 

I am used when the assembly wants to kill the 
pending main motion for the remainder of  

the session without taking a direct vote on it.

_____________________________________

YIELD

GOSTOP



50 Points
Which Motion Am I? 

I am used when the assembly wants to kill the 
pending main motion for the remainder of  

the session without taking a direct vote on it.

_____________________________________



50 Points
Which Motion Am I? 

I am used when the assembly wants to kill the 
pending main motion for the remainder of  

the session without taking a direct vote on it.

Postpone Indefinitely
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